To: Kristin Lindlan, Chair
ALA/ALCTS/CCS Committee on Cataloging: Description and Access

From: Kate Harcourt, Columbia University
John Attig, CC:DA Webmaster

RE: Added entry under title (21.30J): Follow-up revisions

At its meeting in York, September 9-13, 2002, the Joint Steering Committee approved 4JSC/ALA/43 (with revised wording from the Canadian Committee on Cataloguing). In its response to 4JSC/ALA/43, the Library of Congress noted that this revision would require adjustments to rule 25.2E1 and to footnote 2 to rule 26.4B1. JSC agreed and asked ALA to prepare a follow-up proposal.

**PROPOSED REVISION TO 25.2E1**

25.2E1. **Works entered under title.** If a work is entered under a uniform title, make an added entry under the title proper of the item being catalogued unless the title proper is essentially the same as the main entry heading (see 21.30J). Refer from any other variants of the title, including variant romanizations found in the item (see 26.4).

**Astronomy encyclopaedia**

The international encyclopedia of astronomy

*(Issued in the United Kingdom as: The astronomy encyclopaedia. Later issued in the United States as: The international encyclopedia of astronomy)*

*Added entry under:* The international encyclopedia of astronomy

but **Christian educator (Nairobi, Kenya)**

The Christian educator

*(Several serials have the title: The Christian educator)*

*No added entry under title proper*

**CLEAN COPY OF REVISED RULE**

25.2E1. **Works entered under title.** If a work is entered under a uniform title, make an added entry under the title proper of the item being catalogued (see 21.30J). Refer from any other variants of the title, including variant romanizations found in the item (see 26.4).
Astronomy encyclopaedia
The international encyclopedia of astronomy
(Issued in the United Kingdom as: The astronomy encyclopaedia. Later issued in the United States as: The international encyclopedia of astronomy)
Added entry under: The international encyclopedia of astronomy

PROPOSED REVISION TO FOOTNOTE 2 to 26.4B1

26.4B1. Different titles or variants of the title. Refer to the uniform title from the different titles and variants of the title under which the work has been published or cited in reference sources.2

[rest of rule not transcribed]

2. However, make an added entry under the title proper of the work being catalogued (see 21.30J) if it differs from the uniform title.

CLEAN COPY OF REVISED RULE

26.4B1. Different titles or variants of the title. Refer to the uniform title from the different titles and variants of the title under which the work has been published or cited in reference sources.2

[rest of rule not transcribed]

2. However, make an added entry under the title proper of the work being catalogued (see 21.30J).